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Introduction 

In the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Carcieri v. Salazar, 555 U.S. 379 (2009), 

the Secretary of the Interior was required to interpret the Indian Reorganization Act’s (“IRA”) 

first definition of “Indian” in Section 19 (“all persons of Indian descent who are members of any 

recognized Indian tribe now under Federal jurisdiction”) when exercising her delegated authority 

pursuant to the Act.  In doing so, the Secretary applied the rules of statutory construction in 

Chevron USA, Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837 (1984), to interpret the ambiguous and undefined 

phrase “now under Federal jurisdiction” in that definition.  The Secretary construed the phrase as 

entailing a two-part inquiry:  1) whether there is sufficient showing in the tribe’s history, at or 

before 1934, that it was under Federal jurisdiction; and 2) whether the tribe’s jurisdictional status 

remained intact from that point through 1934.  The Secretary also determined, consistent with the 

placement of “now” in this definition, that Congress intended no temporal limitation on the term 

“recognized tribe.”  In light of the ambiguity in the statute, the Department of the Interior’s 

(“DOI”) specialized expertise, and the Indian canons of interpretation, the Court should defer to 

the Secretary’s reasonable interpretation.   

Applying that interpretation to the facts of this case, the Secretary concluded that the 

record demonstrates a course of dealings between the United States and the Cowlitz Indian Tribe 

(“Cowlitz” or “Cowlitz Tribe”) beginning in the 1850s, and that there is sufficient subsequent 

evidence that the Tribe remained under Federal jurisdiction through the passage of the IRA in 

1934. 

Plaintiffs’ response briefs (ECF Nos. 54, 58) offer few new arguments to those set forth 

in Plaintiffs’ opening briefs (ECF Nos. 23, 24).  As discussed in the Federal Defendants’ opening 

brief (ECF Nos. 36, 37), and in greater detail below, the Court should grant summary judgment 
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in favor of the United States.  First, Plaintiffs take issue with the Secretary’s factual conclusion 

that Cowlitz was under Federal jurisdiction in 1934, selectively citing pieces of evidence in 

support of their view.  However, as explained previously and below, under appropriate principles 

of judicial review in the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701 et seq., there is more than 

sufficient evidence in the administrative record to support the Secretary’s findings.  In attacking 

the Secretary’s determination, Plaintiffs assert that the Secretary’s interpretation of the first 

definition of Indian in Section 19 is not entitled to deference because none of the terms are 

ambiguous and the Secretary failed to define the statutory term “recognized,” which Plaintiffs 

argue requires a tribe to be federally recognized in 1934.  Those arguments are legally incorrect. 

Second, Plaintiffs allege that the Secretary’s decision that the property meets the 

requirements of Indian Gaming Regulatory Act’s (“IGRA”) Section 20 initial reservation 

exception is in error because the Cowlitz Tribe lacks a significant historical connection to the 

Cowlitz Property.  But IGRA only requires a tribe to have a strong presence in the vicinity of the 

parcel to establish a significant historical connection to the property.  The administrative record 

supports the Secretary’s conclusion that the Cowlitz Tribe maintained such a strong presence 

and, therefore, significant historical connection to the parcel. 

Third, Plaintiffs’ National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) claims also must fail.  

Grand Ronde lacks standing to bring NEPA claims and the Environmental Impact Statement 

adequately assessed the proposed action’s alternatives and potential environmental effects.1   

                                                            
1 The Clark County Plaintiffs originally asserted two additional counts.  They raised a number of claims 
challenging DOI’s compliance with its land-into-trust regulations and underlying policies.  They also 
alleged that the National Indian Gaming Commission (“NIGC”) violated IGRA because it lacked the 
authority to approve the 2008 amendment to the Cowlitz gaming ordinance.  Clark County did not 
respond to the United States’ arguments regarding these claims.  
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I. The Secretary’s Finding That the Cowlitz Tribe Was Under Federal Jurisdiction 
in 1934 Is Supported by the Record 

 
A. The Secretary Properly Relied on the Unratified Treaty as the First Indicia 

of Federal Jurisdiction Over the Cowlitz 
 

 Grand Ronde argues that a failed treaty negotiation is insufficient to establish that a tribe 

was under Federal jurisdiction.  See Pl.’s Reply In Support of Mot. for Summ. J. (“Grand Ronde 

Resp.”)  26-27 (ECF No. 55).  However, through the Federal Acknowledgment Process (“FAP”), 

DOI previously determined that as evidence of treaty relations with the United States, the failed 

treaty negotiation initiated the federal relationship with the Cowlitz Tribe and was an 

unambiguous federal acknowledgment of the Tribe as a sovereign entity.  62 Fed. Reg. 8,983 

(Feb. 27, 1997) (“Although the Lower Cowlitz refused to sign the Chehalis River Treaty, their 

treaty participation in the negotiations constitute unambiguous Federal acknowledgment of the 

tribe’s sovereignty.”).  The regulations likewise specifically provide that “evidence that a group 

has had treaty relations with the United States” can demonstrate previous acknowledgment.  25 

C.F.R. § 83.8(c)(1); BIA AR140471.2  The treaty negotiations similarly provide evidence that the 

United States regarded the Cowlitz as a governmental entity eligible for treaty relations.   

Grand Ronde is challenging the finding that the unratified treaty constituted federal 

acknowledgment by arguing that the unratified treaty cannot place Cowlitz under Federal 

jurisdiction.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 26.  However, the FAP regulations expressly state that, 

“evidence that a group has had treaty relations with the United States” indicates that the tribe 

was unambiguously Federally acknowledged.  25 C.F.R. § 83.8(c)(1) (emphasis added).  It is 

treaty relations, not the ratification of the treaty that establishes the relationship and demonstrates 

that the United States views that entity as, “as a sovereign entity capable of engaging in a formal 

                                                            
2 The NIGC record will be cited as “NIGC ARXXXX”; the DOI record as “BIA ARXXXXXX”. 
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treaty relationship with the United States.”  BIA AR140460 (Record of Decision (“ROD”)) 

(discussing the treaty relations between the United States and the Cowlitz).  Applying this 

regulation, DOI concluded in the Final Determination to Acknowledge the Cowlitz Indian Tribe 

that, “under § 83.8 of the regulations . . . CIT [Cowlitz] was Federally acknowledged in 1855 

when its leaders represented the tribe at the Chehalis River Treaty negotiations.”  65 Fed. Reg. 

8436 (February 18, 2000).3  Grand Ronde cannot use this case to mount a collateral challenge to 

DOI’s previous findings in the FAP that the Federal government acknowledged the Cowlitz by 

engaging in treaty negotiations on a government-to-government basis.  BIA AR140460.4   

In addition to Cowlitz, several tribes in the Pacific Northwest also had unratified treaties, 

but the Federal government exercised jurisdiction over these tribes as well.  For example, the 

Upper Chehalis Tribe was part of the same treaty negotiation as the Cowlitz that ultimately did 

not result in a treaty.  Plamondon v. United States, 21 Ind. Cl. Comm. 143, 150 (1969).  

However, the Indian Claims Commission ruled that the date of extinguishment of Chehalis’ 

aboriginal title was the date of the termination of treaty negotiations, “since from and after that 

date the United States dealt with such lands as part of the public domain” – i.e., the United States 

essentially treated the lands as ceded despite the failure to ratify the treaty.  If Chehalis was not 

under Federal jurisdiction as a result of the unratified treaty, the United States could not have 

disposed of the tribe’s land and would not have been obligated to compensate the Chehalis.  The 

                                                            
3 The final determination extended that date to 1878-1880.  65 Fed. Reg. 8436. 
   
4 Grand Ronde’s argument that in the United States’ view of the FAP process the Narragansett Tribe 
would be both “under Federal jurisdiction” and “recognized” in 1934 is also speculative and off point.  
Grand Ronde at 15-16.  DOI did not make a formal determination of previous unambiguous Federal 
acknowledgment for the Narragansett Tribe during the FAP process and as the Supreme Court recognized 
in Carcieri, no record for such a finding was compiled.  555 U.S. at 399-400.  In contrast, a significant 
record was compiled to support DOI’s express finding of previous unambiguous Federal acknowledgment 
for Cowlitz.     
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Indian Claims Commission made the same finding vis-à-vis the Chinook, concluding that as of 

the date of the unratified treaties, “the defendant [United States] assumed definite control over 

the areas of land . . . disregarding the aboriginal rights of said Indians.”  Id. (citing 6 Ind. Cl. 

Comm. 177, 207 (1958))5.  Thus, it did not matter whether these tribes entered into a ratified 

treaty because the Federal government unilaterally asserted jurisdiction over the tribes and their 

lands regardless.6   

The Secretary also notes in the ROD that DOI previously relied on an unratified treaty as 

indicia of a federal relationship when it revisited the recognition of the Burns Paiute Indians and 

cited to the unratified treaty as “showing that they have had treaty relations with the 

government.”  BIA AR140471, BIA AR133713.  In a memo dated May 31, 1946, the Acting 

Solicitor of DOI indicated that he did not feel an adequate showing had been made that the Burns 

Paiute Indians were entitled to organize under the IRA because they were not located on a 

reservation and had never been recognized as a group of Indians by the United States.  BIA 

AR133712.  However, after the Burns Paiute’s ICC case, DOI revisited that decision because the 

earlier records from the case had not been examined.  Id.  After examination of the ICC records, 

                                                            
5 Chinook petitioned for Federal acknowledgment, but were unable to attain it.  However, they were able 
to establish previous unambiguous Federal acknowledgment based on the same treaty negotiations as 
Cowlitz.  Reconsidered Determination for the Chinook at 60 (“By undertaking negotiations with the 
Chinook to obtain a treaty, the Government treated them as a tribal political entity.”), available at 
http://www.bia.gov/cs/groups/xofa/documents/test/idc-001489.pdf. 
 
6 There are additional non-treaty tribes in the Pacific Northwest, such as the Nooksack Tribe and the 
Muckleshoot Tribe.  See Plamondon v. United States, 21 Ind. Cl. Comm. 143, 150 (1969).  However, the 
Indian Claims Commission ruled that they had their aboriginal lands taken as of the date of the 
ratification of a treaty that these tribes did not sign.  Id.  Chehalis, Muckleshoot and Nooksack were also 
allowed to vote on the application of the IRA.  See Haas (tabulation of votes for Chehalis, Muckleshoot, 
Nooksack).  As Justice Breyer stated in his concurrence and the Secretary explained in her decision, the 
fact that some of these tribes were allowed to vote on the IRA while others that were similarly situated 
were not underscores the fact that the Federal government may have had continuing obligations to some 
tribes that it ignored.  Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 399.  Nothing in Carcieri prevents the Secretary from formally 
recognizing those obligations after 1934.   
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DOI concluded that Burns Paiute was eligible for organization under the Act.  BIA AR133712-

15.  Similarly, the Secretary relied on the unratified treaty with the Cowlitz as a treaty 

relationship that placed the Tribe “under Federal jurisdiction.” 

 In response to the United States’ argument that Plaintiffs failed to challenge either 

determination during the FAP and are precluded by the statute of limitations from challenging 

that decision now, Grand Ronde states that it is only challenging whether the Cowlitz were under 

Federal jurisdiction and recognized within the meaning of the IRA.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 16.  

Grand Ronde, however, wants to have it both ways.  On the one hand Grand Ronde argues at 

length that the definition of Indian in the IRA requires a tribe to be federally acknowledged in 

the modern government-to-government sense of the term, but when the Federal defendants point 

out that they failed to challenge any part of that formal acknowledgment decision for Cowlitz – 

including the determination that they were unambiguously federally acknowledged beginning at 

the date of the unratified treaty – Grand Ronde claims that it is only challenging the decision for 

purposes of the IRA.  That is not how federal acknowledgment works.  Tribes are not federally 

acknowledged for limited purposes and the findings of the FAP are binding on the United States 

for all purposes.   As discussed infra, only Congress can alter the terms of that recognition or 

terminate the Cowlitz Tribe. 

 B. NIGC’s Prior Restored Lands Determination Does Not Conflict with   
  the Secretary’s Decision 

 
Plaintiffs also argue that Department’s determination that Cowlitz was “under Federal 

jurisdiction” in 1934 conflicts with NIGC’s earlier finding in its restored lands opinion that the 

Cowlitz had been terminated.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 19-26.  In response to the Federal 

Defendants assertion that a determination made by NIGC under IGRA does not affect the 
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Secretary’s exercise of authority under the IRA, BIA AR140485, Plaintiffs argue that the 

Secretary cannot depart from agency precedent without explanation.   

However, as explained in the Federal Defendants’ opening brief, Congress only delegated 

NIGC authority under IGRA.  See Mem. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. for Summ. J. (“Fed. Defs.’ 

Opening Br.”) 35 (ECF No. 36).  NIGC does not and cannot bind DOI’s interpretation of the 

statutes that it administers.  This is precisely why NIGC works in conjunction with DOI on 

Indian lands opinions prepared in connection with IGRA because DOI is delegated authority 

over acknowledgment, land into trust, and various tribe-specific recognition and acquisition 

statutes.  NIGC receives no deference for interpretations of these statutes it does not administer, 

so it seeks DOI’s input regarding the interpretation of those statutes.  In contrast to most Indian 

lands opinions, DOI did not concur in the Cowlitz restored lands opinion.  So, contrary to Grand 

Ronde’s assertion, it is not binding agency precedent.  Moreover, even if DOI had concurred, as 

the Secretary explained, the analysis of “under federal jurisdiction” pursuant to the IRA is 

distinct from that required under IGRA.  BIA AR140485 

Even if it were binding on DOI, as explained in the United States opening brief, Fed. 

Defs.’ Opening Br. at 35-36, the definitions of “terminated” and “restored” were later judicially 

expanded for the purpose of evaluating whether a tribe met IGRA’s restored lands exception.  

See Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians v. U. S. Attorney, 46 F. Supp. 2d 

689, 697 (W.D. Mich. 1999), aff’d 369 F.3d 960 (6th Cir. 2004).  Prior to this decision, the 

United States took the position that only tribes that were terminated and restored by Congress 

were eligible under IGRA’s restored lands exception.  The courts disagreed and ruled that a 

cessation of administrative services by DOI could amount to a de facto termination of a tribe for 

purposes of IGRA’s restored lands exception, thereby expanding the definition to include tribes 
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that were unlawfully neglected by DOI.  Unlawful neglect and formal termination of a 

relationship are two separate concepts and the determination that Cowlitz was administratively 

terminated through unlawful neglect for purposes of IGRA does not prevent them from being 

“under Federal jurisdiction” for purposes of the IRA because Congress never formally 

terminated the Tribe.   

Grand Ronde’s analysis, Grand Ronde Resp. at 21-23, of the restored lands cases Grand 

Traverse and Taxpayers of Michigan Against Casinos v. Norton (“TOMAC”), 433 F.3d 852 

(D.C. Cir. 2006), underscores the flaws in its “termination” argument.  Grand Ronde ignores the 

substance of these cases in order to focus on the fact that each tribe was “restored” to federal 

recognition after being terminated.  However, in none of these cases did the courts find that the 

act in question (whether legislative or administrative) terminated the federal government’s 

jurisdiction over the tribe.   

Indeed, as the Sixth Circuit recognized in Grand Traverse, “once Congress has 

established a trust relationship with an Indian tribe, Congress alone has the right to determine 

when its guardianship shall cease.”  Grand Traverse, 369 F.3d at 968 (citing Joint Council of the 

Passamaquoddy Tribe v. Morton, 528 F.2d 370, 380 (1st Cir. 1975)).7  The Sixth Circuit 

explained that while there was no dispute that only Congress had the legal right to terminate the 

tribe, the question remained whether “the executive branch of the government illegally acted” as 

if the tribe had been terminated.  Id. (emphasis in original).  Because there are two parts to 

federal recognition of a tribe – (1) a legal basis for recognition (i.e. Congressional or Executive 

action) and (2) the empirical indicia of recognition, namely, a “continuing political relationship 

with the group, such as by providing services through the Bureau of Indian Affairs” – “empirical 
                                                            
7 The Federally Recognized Tribal List Act, Pub. L. No. 103-454, § 103(4), 108 Stat. 4791, also states 
that only Congress has the authority to terminate a tribe.   
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acts that are tantamount to the termination of tribal recognition are analytically distinct from the 

legality of those acts.”  Id. (citing Cohen’s Handbook of Federal Indian Law 6 (1982)).  The 

Sixth Circuit construed DOI’s cessation of services to the tribe as a withdrawal by the agency of 

the tribe’s recognition under the second part of Cohen’s federal recognition test.  Id. at 969.  The 

legal basis for the tribe’s recognition, however, remained unaffected by the Secretary’s 

withdrawal of services, even if DOI’s actions amounted to a de facto termination of the tribe.  In 

fact, the Supreme Court recognized that federal jurisdiction can remain intact even in the face of 

“long lapse[s] in . . . federal recognition.”  John, 437 U.S. at 652.  An improper termination by 

the executive branch does not lawfully terminate a tribe’s recognition, nor does it eliminate the 

federal government’s jurisdiction over a tribe.   

 TOMAC, which likewise concerned an administrative termination, stands for the same 

proposition.  In that case, Congress recognized that the tribe “was unfairly terminated as a result 

of both faulty and inconsistent administrative decisions contrary to the intent of the Congress, 

federal Indian law and the trust responsibility of the United States.” 433 F.3d at 856 (quoting S. 

Rep. No. 103-266 at 1 (1994)).  “[T]o remedy this injustice” Congress enacted restoration 

legislation for the tribe, in part to “reaffirm and clarify the federal relationship of the [tribe] as a 

distinct federally recognized Indian tribe.”  Id.  In other words, Congress acknowledged the 

impropriety of the administration’s actions and reaffirmed the existence of the federal 

relationship.8 

  

                                                            
8  In contrast, Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua & Siuslaw Indians v. Babbitt, 116 F. Supp. 
2d 155, (D.D.C. 2000) concerned both a legislative termination and restoration of recognition.  The 
federal actions there have no bearing on the actions in the instant case, and regardless, the court in Coos 
did not address the phrase “under federal jurisdiction.” 
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C. The Secretary Properly Determined that Cowlitz Meets the “under Federal 
jurisdiction” Test 

 
Cowlitz clearly meets both prongs of the Secretary’s “under Federal jurisdiction” test.  

The record demonstrates a course of dealings and acts by the federal government that reflect 

federal obligations and responsibility for, and federal authority over, the Tribe prior to and 

continuing through 1934.  See also BIA AR140478--87.  Plaintiffs selectively pick and choose 

facts to focus on, but this cannot overcome the overwhelming weight of the evidence showing 

that the federal government actively exercised jurisdiction over the Cowlitz Tribe before and 

continuing up to and including 1934.  For example, the administrative record includes 22 

documents with explicit BIA statements of jurisdiction over the Cowlitz Tribe, 26 documents 

showing BIA approval of Cowlitz attorney contracts,9 37 documents showing BIA supervision 

over land held in trust for Cowlitz members, 49 documents showing BIA heirship determinations 

and probate proceedings for Cowlitz, 27 documents showing BIA supervisory authority over 

education of Cowlitz children at BIA and other schools, 27 documents showing BIA supervision 

of Cowlitz tribal members’ financial dealings,10 23 documents showing BIA officials attending 

                                                            
9 The documents themselves make clear that the majority of the attorney contracts were not with 
individual Indians, but were for the purpose of hiring attorneys to pursue the Cowlitz Tribe’s land claims 
– despite Plaintiffs’ argument that the federal approval authority extended to individual Indians as well as 
“any tribe of Indians.”  BIA AR140484.  Plaintiffs’ argument, Grand Ronde Resp. at 29-31, that the 
course of dealings with the Cowlitz only shows a series of dealings with individuals, not with the tribe is 
simply inaccurate.  Furthermore, Grand Ronde fails to read the full text of the first definition, which refers 
to “members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal jurisdiction.”  25 U.S.C. § 479 (emphasis 
added).  It is by virtue of their membership in a recognized tribe that the government was providing 
services to the Cowlitz individuals, not the other way around.  Indeed their argument makes no sense 
because the Federal government would not provide services to individual Indians if it did not know that 
they were Indian based on their membership in a tribe that the government recognized. 
  
10Plaintiffs try to discount the significance of this voluminous evidence because a number of the BIA 
dealings were with individual Indians.  But BIA’s authority over individual Cowlitz Indians arises from 
their status as members of an Indian tribe.  While Grand Ronde argues, Grand Ronde Resp. at 31, that the 
IRA was not enacted until 1934 so BIA’s authority could not have been based on Section 19’s definition 
of “Indian” prior to that, Plaintiffs cannot point to any evidence, nor does it make any logical sense to 
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and supervising Cowlitz tribal meetings, 7 documents showing BIA interceding with state and 

local officials to protect Cowlitz fishing rights, and 34 documents showing BIA census, 

enrollment and other vital statistics record-keeping.   

Congress never altered the Cowlitz Tribe’s status, and thus the Tribe was and remains 

under federal jurisdiction.  The fact that the executive branch during some period failed to 

acknowledge its obligations to the Cowlitz Tribe does not mean that the Tribe ceased to be under 

federal jurisdiction.  On the contrary, as exhaustively demonstrated in the ROD and in the 

Federal Defendants’ opening brief, Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 28-33, the Tribe has been under 

the federal government’s jurisdiction since at least 1855 and that jurisdiction has never been 

lawfully terminated.  DOI’s actions or inaction concerning the Tribe, discussed at length by 

Plaintiffs, are not tantamount to a lawful termination.  Accordingly, while DOI’s action or 

inaction concerning the Cowlitz Tribe could constitute an administrative “termination” for 

purposes of qualifying for IGRA’s restored lands exception, this action or inaction could not 

otherwise lawfully terminate the fundamental jurisdictional relationship between the Tribe and 

the Federal government.   

 For all the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant summary judgment on behalf of the 

Federal defendants on the first claim in Plaintiffs’ complaints.   

 D. The Secretary Reasonably Construed the Phrase “Recognized Tribe” as  
  Not Having a Temporal Qualification  

 
Despite Plaintiffs’ repeated assertions to the contrary, the word “now” in the first 

definition of “Indian” in the IRA only modifies the words “under Federal jurisdiction” – it does 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
assume that BIA was acting on any other basis (e.g., blood quantum, reservation land (as there was none), 
etc.).  In fact, the evidence shows that jurisdiction was being exercised because of the individual Cowlitz 
Indians’ status as members of the Cowlitz Tribe. 
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not modify “recognized tribe.”  Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 395 (‘We hold that the term “now under 

Federal jurisdiction’ in § 479 unambiguously refers to those tribes that were under the Federal 

jurisdiction of the United States when the IRA was enacted in 1934.”).  Grand Ronde now insists 

that it never argued that “now” in the phrase “recognized Indian tribe now under federal 

jurisdiction,” modifies “recognized,” but rather that the phrase “now under Federal jurisdiction” 

modifies “recognized Indian tribe.”  Grand Ronde’s interpretation would require a tribe to be 

both “recognized” and “under Federal jurisdiction” in 1934.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 3; see Pls.’ 

Reply in Support of Mot. for Summ. J. (“Clark Cnty. Resp.”) 3-5 (ECF No. 59).  Grand Ronde 

fails to cite any rule or canon that would require such a contorted grammatical reading of the 

statute.  Whether Plaintiffs argue that “now” modifies “recognized” or whether “now under 

Federal jurisdiction” modifies ”recognized Indian tribe,” Carcieri and the text of the IRA do not 

support their interpretation.  In any event, the question is not which interpretation the Court 

would adopt in a de novo setting, but rather whether the Secretary’s interpretation is a reasonable 

one.  This Court should therefore give deference to the Secretary’s reasonable interpretation, 

which reads the statute as applying to any recognized tribe (without regard to when it was 

formally recognized) that was under Federal jurisdiction 1934.   

As the ROD discusses, BIA AR140462-63, while the Carcieri majority did not address 

the term, “any recognized Indian tribe,” Justice Breyer addressed the relationship between these 

two terms in his concurring opinion.  Justice Breyer explained that the word “now” modifies 

“under federal jurisdiction,” but does not modify “recognized,” and concluded that the IRA 

therefore “imposes no time limit on recognition.”  Id. at 397-98. 11  Because the term “now” does 

                                                            
11 Grand Ronde again challenges the Secretary’s interpretation on grammatical grounds with a new 
analogy, to a statute providing benefits to “any heroic veteran now wounded.”  However, a more apt 
comparison is to a statute providing benefits to “any certified veteran now wounded.”  Assuming, per 
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not modify the term “recognized Indian tribe,” there is no requirement that a tribe have been 

formally “recognized” in 1934.  Indeed, as Justice Breyer noted, “a tribe may have been ‘under 

federal jurisdiction’” in 1934 even though the Federal Government did not” realize it “at the 

time.”  Id. at 397 (explaining that the Stillaguamish Tribe, as a signatory to an 1855 Treaty and 

was determined by DOI to be under Federal jurisdiction in 1934 even though its recognized 

status was not confirmed until 1976).  For this to be true, “recognized” cannot mean formal 

recognition.   And the historical record bears out Justice Breyer’s analysis.  As part of DOI’s 

efforts to determine which tribes were eligible for the IRA’s benefits, it routinely issued tribal 

recognition determinations in the years after the IRA’s enactment. BIA AR140470-71.  “[I]t is 

very clear from the early administration of the Act that there was no established list of 

‘recognized tribes now under Federal jurisdiction’” in existence in 1934 and that agency 

determinations would have to be made on a case-by-case basis for a large number of Indian 

groups.”  BIA AR140471 (quoting Stillaguamish Memo at 7, BIA AR064398).    Plaintiffs’ 

assumption that the term “recognized Indian tribe” also carries with it a temporal component 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
Carcieri, that the veteran must have been wounded at the time of the statute’s enactment (say, 1934), it 
would clearly be reasonable to construe the statute as allowing the certification of the veteran to occur 
later, when the veteran seeks, pursuant to the statute, to obtain the benefits in question.  Similarly, under 
Carcieri, it is reasonable to construe the statute to mean that, as long as a tribe was under federal 
jurisdiction in 1934, that tribe may obtain formal recognition at a later time and still meet the statute’s 
requirements.  As Federal Defendants pointed out in their opening brief, the concept of tribal recognition 
has evolved over the years—toward a notion of formal establishment of a government-to-government 
relationship, somewhat akin to formal relations with a foreign state—based on the shifting policy views 
of how the Federal government should deal with Indian tribes, as evidenced by the IRA itself, which 
broadly defines “tribe” as either “any Indian tribe . . . or the Indians living on one reservation,” 25 U.S.C. 
§ 479 (emphasis added).  This broad definition reflects the fact that the term encompassed more than 
those entities who had established a formal political, government-to-government relationship with the 
Federal government at that time.  Moreover, Grand Ronde’s argument also ignores that Carcieri in effect 
replaced the context-dependent, indexical term “now” with “in 1934,” altering the grammar and logic of 
the phrase.  After Carcieri, the IRA phrase at issue in effect reads as follows: members of a recognized 
tribe under federal jurisdiction in 1934.  As a result, Grand Ronde’s purported rule is simply 
inapplicable.  For example, in the phrase, “red automobiles licensed in California in 1968,” the 
automobiles need not have been red in 1968. 
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dating back to 1934, such that the tribe must have been federally recognized (in today’s terms) in 

1934, is contrary to the language of the statute, ignores Justice Breyer’s concurrence, and fails to 

comport with longstanding agency practice.12 

  1. The IRA Case Law Supports the Secretary’s Interpretation 

 Plaintiffs also reassert their erroneous argument that every court to address the issue has 

held that the IRA authorizes the Secretary to take land into trust only for tribes that were 

recognized in 1934.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 5-7; Clark Cnty. Resp. at 7-8.  As the Federal 

Defendants discussed in their opening brief, Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 25-28, the cases upon 

which Plaintiffs rely either do not pertain to the definition at issue in this case or were 

superseded by the Supreme Court’s decision in Carcieri.  For example, Plaintiffs again quote 

United States v. John, 437 U.S. 634 (1978), which addressed whether the United States had 

criminal jurisdiction over the defendant, a member of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians.  

In John, Mississippi argued that the IRA did not apply to the Mississippi Choctaw and similar 

Indians that were “fully assimilated into the political and social life of the State, and that the 

Federal Government long ago abandoned its supervisory authority over these Indians.”  John, 

437 U.S. at 652.  The Court disagreed: 

The 1934 Act defined ‘Indians’ not only as ‘all person of Indian descent who are 
members of any recognized [in 1934] tribe not under Federal jurisdiction,’ and 
their descendants who then were residing on any Indian reservation, but also as 
‘all person of one-half or more Indian blood.’  48 Stat. 988, 25 U.S.C. § 479 
(1976 ed.).  There is no doubt that persons of this description lived in Mississippi, 

                                                            
12 Moreover, Plaintiffs’ reading of the IRS was briefed in Carcieri by the State of Rhode Island when it 
asserted that the Narragansett Tribe was ineligible for land to be taken into trust because the tribe was not 
recognized in 1934.  Reply Brief For Petitioner State of Rhode Island, Carcieri v. Kempthorne, No. 07-
526, 2008 U.S. S. Ct. 526 LEXIS 812 at *38-39 (Sept. 17, 2008).  Rather than adopt Rhode Island’s 
interpretation, however, the majority of the Court instead ruled that the Narragansett Indian Tribe was not 
under Federal jurisdiction.  The majority takes issue with Justice Stevens’ dissent, Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 
393 n.8, but does not take issue with Justice Breyer’s concurrence.   
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and were recognized as such by Congress and by the Department of the Interior, 
at that time the Act was passed. 
   

Id. at 650.  John, however, does not discuss the meaning of the statutory terms “recognized” or 

“under Federal jurisdiction” in 1934.  The discussion Plaintiffs rely on in John was merely dicta.  

Plaintiffs argue that this Court should treat the dicta as persuasive, Grand Ronde Resp. at 5 n.5, 

but the Supreme Court declined in Carcieri to adopt this same argument, which the State of 

Rhode Island had presented to the Court.  See Reply Brief For Petitioner State of Rhode Island, 

Carcieri v. Kempthorne, No. 07-526, 2008 U.S. S. Ct. 526 LEXIS 812 at *38-39 (Sept. 17, 

2008).  This Court should likewise reject Grand Ronde’s argument.   

 Plaintiffs again cite Maynor v. Morton, 510 F.2d 1254 (D.C. Cir. 1975), which likewise 

has nothing to do with interpreting what “under Federal jurisdiction” or “recognized” meant in 

1934.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 6.  Instead, Maynor addressed whether a 1956 statute divested the 

plaintiff from an earlier Department determination that, as a “person of one-half or more Indian 

blood,” he met the third definition of “Indian” in the IRA.  510 F.2d at 1256.  Maynor never held 

that the IRA requires formal “recognition” as of 1934.  The court simply states, “[i]n 1934-38 

plaintiff Maynor was not a ‘Lumbee Indian,’ because the Lumbee Indians were not a legally 

recognized group” and plaintiff had no tribal designation.  Maynor, 510 F.2d at 1256, 1258.  This 

discussion says nothing about whether a tribe needed to be recognized in 1934 pursuant to the 

first definition of Indian in Section 19 of the IRA because the plaintiff’s IRA eligibility was 

premised on the third definition, which has no temporal limitation.  Whether the 1956 Lumbee 

Act, H.R. 4656, Pub. L. 84-570, 70 Stat. 254, terminated the IRA rights of the plaintiff in 

Maynor, which addresses a distinct aspect of the IRA, is irrelevant to the present case.   
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 The other cases Plaintiff cites are also inapplicable.  Despite Plaintiffs’ assertion, United 

States v. State Tax Comm’n, 505 F.2d 633 (5th Cir. 1974), was superseded by John, 437 U.S. at 

637 (reversing the Fifth Circuit and the Supreme Court of Mississippi’s decisions that the 

Federal government lacked jurisdiction over defendant).  Focusing on the word “now,” the court 

only states that “[t]he language of Section 19 positively dictates that tribal status is to be 

determined as of June, 1934,” when deciding the case “purely in the jurisdictional context.”  505 

F.2d 633, 643 (5th Cir. 1974) (emphasis added).  Thus, if anything, the court’s point was to 

address whether the tribe was “under federal jurisdiction” as of 1934, and not whether it was 

recognized as of that date.   

 Grand Ronde cites to a footnote in City of Sault Ste. Marie v. Andrus, 532 F. Supp. 157 

(D.D.C. 1980), to advance an argument at odds with the holding of that case.  Grand Ronde 

Resp. at 6-7.  As the Federal Defendants pointed out in their opening brief, the case’s holding 

supports the Secretary’s decision here: 

First, although the question of whether some groups qualified as Indian tribes for 
purposes of IRA benefits might have been unclear in 1934, that fact does not 
preclude the Secretary from subsequently determining that a given tribe deserved 
recognition in 1934.  The 1972 Memorandum constitutes such subsequent 
recognition. 

 
City of Sault Ste. Marie, 532 F. Supp. at 161 (concluding that the later recognition of the Sault 

Ste Marie Band did not preclude the Secretary from subsequently applying the IRA to the Band). 

 Finally, contrary to all of Plaintiffs’ assertions, Carcieri supports the Secretary’s 

interpretation.13  In addition to Justice Breyer’s understanding that the statute imposes no 

temporal limitation on recognition, 555 U.S. at 398, Justice Souter, in his dissent, acknowledged: 

                                                            
13 Grand Ronde asserts that under the Secretary’s understanding of Carcieri and the IRA, the 
Narraganssett Tribe would be both recognized and under federal jurisdiction in 1934.  Grand Ronde Resp. 
at 15-16.  DOI, however, never analyzed or compiled a record concerning whether Narragansett was 
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[n]othing in the majority opinion forecloses the possibility that the two concepts, 
recognition and jurisdiction, may be given separate content.  As Justice Breyer 
makes clear in his concurrence, the statute imposes no time limit upon 
recognition, and in the past, the Department has stated that the fact that the United 
States Government was ignorant of a tribe in 1934 does not preclude that tribe 
from having been under federal jurisdiction at that time. 

 
Carcieri, 555 at 400.    

  2. The Legislative History of the IRA Supports the Secretary’s   
   Interpretation 
 

Plaintiffs also assert that the legislative history of the IRA supports their interpretation 

and that the Federal Defendants failed to address the legislative history.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 4, 

Clark Cnty. Resp. at 5-6.  On the contrary, the Federal Defendants’ opening brief, Fed. Defs.’ 

Opening Br. at 17, cites to the lengthy and detailed discussion of the legislative history in the 

ROD, which addresses the various drafts of the bill and compares how they define the term 

Indian, BIA AR140466, the critical colloquy between Senators O’Mahoney and Thomas at the 

hearings held on drafts of the IRA, BIA AR140467, and the suggestion by the Solicitor’s Office 

that the phrase “under Federal jurisdiction” be removed from the draft bill due to its ambiguity.14  

Based on all of this the Secretary concludes: 

The members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs debating the IRA 
appeared to use the term “recognized Indian tribe” in the cognitive or quasi-
anthropological sense.  For example, Senator O’Mahoney noted that the Catawba 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
under Federal jurisdiction, so Grand Ronde’s claim is purely speculative.  Additionally, the question of 
whether the Narragansett Tribe could demonstrate that it was “under Federal jurisdiction” was not before 
the Court, because “[n]one of the parties or amici, including the Narragansett Tribe itself, has argued that 
the Tribe was under federal jurisdiction in 1934.  And the evidence in the record is to the contrary.”  
Carcieri, 555 at 395; BIA AR140462 n.22 (“Because the Narragansett Tribe was federally recognized, the 
administrative record assembled pertained solely to the Bureau’s compliance with the Part 151 [land into 
trust] regulatory factors.”). 
 
14 In his majority opinion, Justice Thomas states that John Collier was the principal author of the IRA.  
Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 390.  In fact, it was Assistant Solicitor Felix S. Cohen that drafted the bill.  BIA 
AR140466 n.44.  As the Secretary notes in the ROD, Felix Cohen recommended that the phrase “under 
Federal jurisdiction” be removed from the statute due to its ambiguity.  BIA AR140467-68. 
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would satisfy the term “recognized Indian tribe,” even though”[t]he Government 
has not found out that they live yet, apparently.”[15]  In fact, the Senate 
Committee’s concern about the breadth of the term “recognized Indian tribe” 
arguably led it to adopt the phrase “under federal jurisdiction” in order to clarify 
and narrow that term.   There would have been little need to insert an undefined 
and ambiguous phrase such as “under federal jurisdiction,” if the IRA had 
incorporated the rigorous, modern definition of federally recognized tribe.[16] 

 
BIA AR140469.17  Because the statute does not define the term and the legislative history is 

ambiguous, the Secretary appropriately interpreted the phrase “recognized Indian tribe now 

under Federal jurisdiction” in Section 19 in order to carry out the authority delegated to her by 

the Act.  The Secretary reviewed the legislative history and concluded that the drafters of the 

IRA “appeared to use the term ‘recognized Indian tribe’ in the cognitive or quasi-anthropological 

sense” and concluded that the Cowlitz Tribe met such standard both in 1934 and today.  BIA 

AR140468-69.  The Secretary further noted that the Cowlitz were also recognized by the Federal 

Government in the formal sense of that term at multiple stages throughout history.  BIA 

AR140469.  The Secretary then correctly concluded that she need not determine “the precise 

                                                            
15 Based on this legislative history, the Associate Solicitor concluded that the Stillaguamish Tribe was 
eligible for the IRA’s benefits because “formal acknowledgment in 1934 is [not] a prerequisite to IRA 
land benefits.”  BIA AR140469 n.60 (citing Stillaguamish Memorandum at 1, 3). 
 
16 Plaintiffs’ also insist that in 1934, the term “recognized tribe” was interpreted as the political concept of 
a government-to-government relationship, but Plaintiffs are inappropriately importing the modern day 
concept of recognition into a statute passed in 1934. 
 
17 The Secretary recognized that: 
 

During the crucial discussion in which “under federal jurisdiction” was proposed, Senate 
Hearing at 265-66, the Senators are not clear whether they are discussing the Catawba 
[Tribe] or the Miami Tribe; whether the first definition of “Indian” – members of 
recognized tribes – or the second definition – descendants of tribal members living on a 
reservation – is at issue; whether the Catawba were understood to have land; or the 
meaning of the term “member.”  In addition, Chairman Wheeler appears to have 
misunderstood the interplay between the three definitions of the term “Indian,” seeming 
to believe (incorrectly) that the blood quantum limitation applied to all definitions.   

 
BIA AR140467 n.51. 
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meaning of ‘recognized Indian tribe’ as used in the IRA” because the Act does not require it:  

“[i]f a tribe is federally recognized, by definition it satisfies the IRA’s term ‘recognized Indian 

tribe’ in both the cognitive and jurisdictional senses of that term.”  BIA AR140470.18  

Plaintiffs’ argument that the Secretary ignored the legislative history, Clark Cnty. Resp. 

at 5-6, Grand Ronde Resp. at 4, takes statements from the legislative history out of context in an 

attempt to support their argument that a tribe must be “recognized” in 1934, contrary to the 

Secretary’s reading.  However, Plaintiffs focus on isolated statements from individual Senators, 

ignoring the conclusion in the ROD:  the IRA in general, and Section 19 in particular, reflected a 

compromise between some senators (like Senate Indian Affairs Chairman Wheeler) who sought 

to include only tribes with presently enrolled members or those with a certain degree of Indian 

ancestry, and others (like Senators O’Mahoney, Thomas, and Frazier) who insisted upon 

including other tribes that maintained a tribal identity but that the federal government was not 

currently “tak[ing] care of” and did not otherwise meet Chairman Wheeler’s enrollment or blood 

quantum requirements.  See BIA AR140466-67 (To Grant to Indians Living Under Federal 

Tutelage the Freedom to Organize for Purposes of Local Self-Government and Economic 

Enterprise:  Hearing Before the Senate Comm. On Indian Affairs on S.2755 and S.3645, 73rd 

Cong., 2d Sess. (1934) (“Senate Hearing”) at 266); see also BIA AR002775-83.  The final 

language adopted in the Act, including the phrase “under Federal jurisdiction,” demonstrates 

“that the drafters of the IRA intended to exclude at least some groups which could be considered 

Indians in a cultural or governmental sense, but they did not intend to use the Act to cut off any 

Indians to whom the Federal Government had already assume[d] obligations.”  BIA AR064395.   

                                                            
18 As explained in Subsection I.E., this Court need not reach the question of the appropriate interpretation 
of the term “recognized” if the Secretary reasonably determined that there is no temporal element to the 
term. 
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Clark County also insists that the only real purpose of the IRA was to reverse the 

allotment process by which tribes were losing land within established reservation boundaries. 

Clark Cnty. Resp. at 5.  This was certainly one of the IRA’s goals; equally important was the 

additional goal of providing “for the acquisition … of land for Indians, now landless, who are 

anxious and fitted to make a living on such land,” and “stabiliz[ing] the tribal organization of 

Indian tribes by vesting such tribal organizations with real, though limited, authority, and by 

prescribing conditions which must be met by such tribal organizations.”  Felix S. Cohen, 

Cohen’s Handbook of Federal Indian Law, 50 (1940 ed.) (citation omitted).  The landless 

Cowlitz, which lost all of its aboriginal lands, fits squarely within this goal.   

In sum, Plaintiffs’ insistence that formal “recognition” after 1934 falls outside the IRA is 

not supported by Carcieri, other case law, legislative history, principles of statutory construction, 

or the historical record demonstrating how the IRA was implemented.  Following Justice 

Breyer’s interpretation of the phrase “recognized,” the Secretary reasonably concluded that, in 

the first definition of “Indian” in the IRA, the word “now” modifies the phrase “under Federal 

jurisdiction,” and not the phrase “recognized Indian tribe.”  The Secretary’s determination that 

there is no temporal limitation on recognition is a reasonable construction of an ambiguous 

statutory term and is entitled to Chevron deference.19   

                                                            
19 Grand Ronde alleges that the Secretary departed from prior agency precedent by reinterpreting the IRA 
as not requiring recognition in 1934 and therefore, her interpretation is not entitled to Chevron deference 
under Step 2.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 5 n.4 (citing Brown v. Comm’r of Indian Affairs, 8 IBIA 183, 188 
(1980).  However, the discussion Grand Ronde cites is a statement made by the IBIA in response to an 
argument made by the Appellant, not an interpretation of the statutory phrase by the Secretary.  The 
Secretary’s application of these terms to the Cowlitz should be upheld under the APA’s deferential 
standard because the Secretary employed the specialized agency expertise in Indian affairs delegated to 
her by the IRA.  See New York v. Salazar, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 136086, *54-56 (N.D.N.Y. Sept. 24, 
2012).   
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E. In the Alternative, the Cowlitz Tribe’s Modern Day Recognition Relies on 
Evidence that Demonstrates Recognition in 1934  

 
 As explained above, the language of the IRA does not impose a temporal requirement on 

the term “recognized Indian tribe.”  Therefore, there is no need for this Court to consider or 

decide the issues in the alternative arguments set forth below.  If, however, this Court interprets 

the IRA to the contrary, as both Plaintiffs now argue, Clark Cnty. Resp. at 3-8; Grand Ronde 

Resp. at 2-9, it should nonetheless find, as DOI alternatively concluded, that the Cowlitz in 

addition to being “under Federal jurisdiction” also constituted a “recognized” Indian tribe in 

1934.  As an initial matter, Plaintiffs allege that the ROD cannot be upheld if the Court 

determines that the IRA requires that a tribe be “recognized” in 1934 because the Secretary 

failed to address this in the ROD.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 10.  Once again, Plaintiffs 

mischaracterize what the document actually says.  The Secretary states that it is unnecessary for 

purposes of this application for Cowlitz to determine what “recognized” meant in 1934 because 

regardless of what it meant, the Cowlitz Tribe fit within that definition.  BIA AR140468-70.20  

Plaintiffs argue that the term “recognized Indian Tribe” refers to political entities having a 

government-to-government relationship with the United States.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 11-15; 

Clark Cnty. Resp. at 8-11.  While Plaintiffs’ understanding may reflect the current view of the 

federal relationship with federally recognized Indian tribes, the contours of that relationship were 

not well-defined in the 1930s.  In fact, as discussed in the Federal Defendants’ opening brief, 

                                                            
20 Furthermore, even if Plaintiffs were correct in their interpretation of the statute, they have failed to 
present any evidence regarding what it meant to be “recognized” in 1934.  Plaintiffs repeatedly cite to the 
modern formal conception of the term “recognized,” and ignore the plethora of Solicitor’s opinions from 
the IRA era that grappled with the 1934 concept of “recognition.”  As the Federal Defendants discussed in 
their opening brief, Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 39-40, the criteria being used during the IRA era were the 
Cohen criteria.  As discussed infra, Cowlitz meets those criteria.   
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formal regulatory parameters for recognition were not established until well after the IRA’s 

enactment.  Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 38-40.   

 The reality is that there was no formal process or method for recognizing a tribe until the 

establishment of the FAP in 1978, which was based, in part, on the recognition factors developed 

by Felix Cohen in the 1930s and 1940s.  Procedures for Establishing That an American Indian 

Group Exists as an Indian Tribe, 43 Fed. Reg. 39,361 (Sept. 5, 1978).21  However, tribes 

acknowledged through the FAP must prove their continuous existence not just as Indians, but as 

a tribal entity as well.  The Cowlitz Tribe met that exacting burden and by showing, among other 

things, treaty relations with the United States in 1855.  See 65 Fed. Reg. 8,436 (Feb. 18, 2000).22   

 In the decision to acknowledge the Cowlitz Tribe, DOI determined that, “CIT [Cowlitz] 

was Federally acknowledged in 1855 when its leaders represented the tribe at the Chehalis River 

Treaty negotiations.  This final determination now extends the date of previous Federal 

acknowledgment to 1878-1880 to when Federal Indian agents appointed Atwin Stockum chief in 

1878 and included both the Lower Cowlitz and Upper Cowlitz bands in Office of Indian Affairs 

censuses taken in 1878 and 1880.”  Final Determination to Acknowledge the Cowlitz Indian 

Tribe, 65 Fed. Reg. 8436 (February 18, 2000).  The finding that Cowlitz established its previous 

                                                            
21 Felix S. Cohen, author of the leading treatise on Federal Indian Law and as discussed previously, 
principal drafter of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, clarified these principles for DOI.  
Subsequently, the BIA began applying the Cohen criteria to recognition requests on a case-by-case basis.  
Note & Comment:  The Indian Federal Recognition Administrative Procedures Act of 1995:  A 
Congressional Solution to An Administrative Morass, Jackie J. Kim, 9 Admin. L. J. Am. U. 899, 905-906 
(1995).   
 
22 Grand Ronde challenges Cowlitz’s ability to meet the 1942 Cohen recognition factors to which the 
Federal Defendants and Cowlitz cite in their opening briefs, Fed. Defs.’ Resp. Br. at 40 n.38, Cowlitz Br. 
At 30-32, but Cowlitz satisfied these criteria when it established its previous unambiguous Federal 
acknowledgment in the FAP process.  See Procedures for Establishing That an American Indian Group 
Exists as an Indian Tribe, 59 Fed. Reg. 9280, 9283 (Feb. 25, 1994).  Treaty relations was one factor 
among several that comprised the 1942 Cohen recognition factors. 
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unambiguous Federal acknowledgement contains evidence of recognition in 1934.23   None of 

the Plaintiffs in this case challenged the Secretary’s FAP findings.  Those findings are 

conclusive, unquestionably entitled to deference based on the agency’s specialized expertise, and 

not subject to collateral attack in this case. 

Grand Ronde also quotes California Valley Miwok Tribe v. United States, 515 F.3d 

1262, 1263 (D.C. Cir. 2008) for the proposition that recognition requires a “government-to-

government relationship.”  However, Grand Ronde omits the fact that the first sentence in the 

passage the court quotes (and which does not support the above premise) is the modern 

definition of “federal recognition” from the 2005 edition of Cohen’s.  Id., 515 F.3d at 1263 

(citing § 3.02[3], at 138).24  This definition differs from the IRA’s use of the phrase “recognized 

Indian tribe.”   Cowlitz, however, met the definition in 1934. 

Nor is it accurate to say that Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974), holds “that the 

IRA’s reference to ‘recognized’ Indian tribes is ‘political rather than racial in nature’” Grand 

Ronde Resp. at 12 (emphasis Grand Ronde); see also Clark Cnty. Resp. at 14.  Indeed, as Federal 

Defendants note, Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 39 n.37, the court did not even address the IRA’s 

use of the term.  Rather, the Court was again, quite explicitly, referring to the modern concept of 

                                                            
23 Tribes are not required to demonstrate previous unambiguous Federal acknowledgment to be 
recognized through the Part 83 FAP process, but those that are able to demonstrate previous Federal 
acknowledgment have a reduced burden for proving continuous existence.  See 25 C.F.R. Part 83.  Grand 
Ronde also misapprehends the eligibility of terminated tribes for recognition under the Part 83 process.  
Grand Ronde Resp. at 8-9.  Grand Ronde claims that it does not dispute that the Secretary may be able to 
take land into trust for some tribes acknowledged through the Part 83 process and then gives the example 
of a Congressionally terminated tribe.  However, because those tribes were terminated by Congress, only 
Congress can restore the tribe’s Federal recognition and those tribes are ineligible for acknowledgment 
through the Part 83 process.  25 C.F.R. § 83.7(g).   
 
24 The same is true of Grand Ronde’s citation to Allen v. United States, 871 F. Supp. 2d 982 (N.D. Cal. 
2012).  Grand Ronde Resp. at 13-14 n.11.  In the passage they cite the court is citing to the modern 
concept of an Indian tribe in the 2005 edition of Cohen’s. 
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“federally recognized,” in this case directly quoting from the BIA Manual.  Morton, 417 U.S. at 

553 n.24 (quoting 44 BIAM 335, 3.1). 

Finally, while Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, 519 (1832), Cherokee Nation v. 

Georgia, 30 U.S. 1, 71-72 (1831), and In re Heff, 197 U.S. 488, 508 (1905), describe in passing 

the recognition of tribes by treaty, the Court in Montoya v. United States, 180 U.S. 261, 266 

(1901), described the government’s understanding of “recognition” with far more care, and 

without reference to the nature of the government-to-government relationship:  “[b]y a ‘tribe’ we 

understand a body of Indians of the same or a similar race, united in a community under one 

leadership or government, and inhabiting a particular though sometimes ill-defined territory.”  

Indeed, the Montoya test was used by the government for “recognition” purposes until 

supplanted by Cohen’s 1942 test,25 thus reinforcing the fact that the IRA’s concept of 

“recognition” need not be a formal or jurisdictional one. 

In sum, Plaintiffs have failed to show that their interpretation of the IRA requiring 

recognition in 1934 has any legal or logical basis.  Even if the Court concludes, contrary to 

Carcieri and Federal Defendants’ arguments, that Plaintiffs’ interpretation is correct, Plaintiffs 

have failed to show that Cowlitz could not establish evidence of recognition in 1934.   

 F. The Part 83 Acknowledgment Regulations Do Not Affect the Secretary’s  
  Authority to Acquire Land in Trust 
 

Clark County argues that DOI violated its trust obligations and Part 83 regulations by 

failing to address the Cowlitz Tribe’s expanded enrollment.  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 14-28.  

However, the first sentence of their argument illustrates why it is irrelevant:  “BIA’s regulations 

require that a group seeking acknowledgement as an Indian tribe provide a complete list of its 

                                                            
25 William Quinn, Federal Acknowledgment of American Indian Tribes:  The Historical Development of a 
Legal Concept, 34 Am. J. Legal Hist. 331, 352, 355 (1990). 
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members in order to ensure . . . that ‘a predominant portion of the petitioning group comprises a 

distinct community and has existed as a community from historical times to the present.”  Clark 

Cnty Br. at 14 (citing 25 C.F.R. 83.7(b)) (emphasis added).  The Cowlitz Tribe is not seeking 

acknowledgment as an Indian tribe—it was already acknowledged through the Part 83 process.  

As the United States pointed out in its opening brief, the regulation that Clark County references 

applies to the base roll of a petitioning tribe, not a tribe that has already been recognized.  Fed. 

Defs.’ Opening Br. at 34 n.30.  Furthermore, Clark County lacks standing to challenge the 

Tribe’s membership and waived the right to raise this argument because it did not raise it at the 

agency level.  Id.  Moreover, Clark County’s reliance on this argument in effect constitutes an 

admission that is seeks to collaterally attack DOI’s decision to acknowledge the Cowlitz, which 

it is barred from doing.  

  1. Clark County Waived Its Argument that Part 83 Requires the   
   Secretary to Certify the Cowlitz Membership Roll and Clark County  
   Lacks Standing to Assert Such a Claim 
 

Clark County did not assert during the administrative process that BIA had an ongoing 

duty to certify any post-acknowledgement additions to the Cowlitz Tribe's enrollment pursuant 

to 25 C.F.R. § 83.12(b).  There is absolutely nothing in the record to suggest that this was an 

issue.  Because Clark County failed to raise this flawed argument at the agency level it is waived.  

ExxonMobil Oil Corp. v. FERC, 487 F.3d 945, 962 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (“A party must first raise an 

issue with an agency before seeking review.”).  Clark County points to three general comments 

made during the NEPA process that purportedly show that it raised its Part 83 argument before 

the agency.26  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 16.  However, the statements that Clark County points to in 

                                                            
26 In its response brief, Clark County argues that DOI violated NEPA by ignoring its questions regarding 
Cowlitz expanded enrollment.  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 18-19.  As discussed infra. Part III, NEPA does not 
require a federal agency to independently analyze a project proponent’s stated purpose and need.   
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its brief do not support their argument.  The comments submitted simply allege that Cowlitz 

overstated its needs in the business plan, not that the Secretary lacked authority to take land into 

trust for Cowlitz because of a purported enrollment problem.  See BIA AR065217-220, 

AR065585-86, AR065596-601, AR065653-56, AR065661, AR065925-26, AR065985-86, 

AR066000-01.  While the APA does not require a plaintiff to raise its arguments using precise 

legal formulations to preserve a claim, it does demand that a plaintiff explain its alleged 

grievance in a manner cognizable to the agency.  In Tindal v. McHugh, 945 F. Supp. 2d. 111, 

130 (D.D.C. 2013) the court explained that “the D.C. Circuit has very recently clarified that the 

standard for waiver in administrative law cases focuses on whether the ‘specific argument’ put 

forth by the plaintiff was raised before the agency.”  Id. at 129-30 (citing Koretoff v. Vilsack, 

707 F.3d 394, 404 (D.C. Cir. 2013)).  Because Clark County only made references to increased 

tribal enrollment during the NEPA process alleging that Cowlitz overstated its needs in the 

business plan and made no reference to Part 83 or the Secretary’s authority to take land into trust, 

it has waived this argument.27   

                                                            
27 Clark County also argues that its submission of documents to DOI after the decision was made 
regarding the expanded enrollment qualifies as raising the argument before the agency.  As the Federal 
Defendants stated in the motion to strike the Declaration of Donald Baur (and its Exhibit 1), the 
declaration and comment letter it attaches and authenticates post-date the DOI decision that Plaintiffs 
challenge.  In response, Clark County made the same argument it sets forth in its response brief—that 
DOI’s ROD—or Record of Decision—is not actually a decision.  See Pls.’ Opp’n to Defs.’ Mot. to Strike 
(“Pls.’ Opp’n”) 2 (ECF No. 57).  The April 22, 2013, ROD is DOI’s decision to accept the land in 
question into trust for the Cowlitz Indian Tribe.  See BIA AR140376–519.   DOI’s Assistant Secretary – 
Indian Affairs stated in the ROD: “By my signature, I indicate my decision to implement the Preferred 
Alternative, acquire the Cowlitz Parcel property in trust, and issue a Reservation Proclamation 
establishing an initial reservation for the Cowlitz Indian Tribe.”  BIA AR 140519; see also 40 C.F.R. § 
1505.2 (NEPA regulations requiring that “[a]t time of its decision . . . agency shall prepare a concise 
public record of decision” (emphasis added)).  It defies logic (and the APA) to conclude that an agency 
decision can be held arbitrary and capricious for failing to consider documents that the agency could not 
have possibly considered at the time it reached the decision.  There is no dispute that the declaration and 
comment letter the Clark County Plaintiffs attached to their opening brief post-date the decision at issue 
here.  The documents cannot be part of the administrative record.  To overcome that common-sense 
result, Clark County argues that it is actually notification in the Federal Register that consummates the 
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As the Federal Defendants stated in their Motion for Summary Judgment/Response brief, 

even if the issue were properly raised, Clark County lacks standing to challenge the Cowlitz 

Tribe’s increased enrollment.  Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 34 n.30.  Standing involves both 

Constitutional limitations on a federal court’s jurisdiction and prudential limitations on that 

exercise.  See Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 498 (1975).  Therefore, Clark County must 

establish both constitutional and prudential standing.  Mountain States Legal Found. v. 

Glickman, 92 F.3d 1228, 1232 (D.C. Cir. 1996).  The injury that supplies constitutional standing 

must fall within the “zone of interests” protected by the provision at issue for purposes of 

prudential standing.  Id.28   

 Clark County fails to establish how it is injured by the Cowlitz Tribe’s increased 

enrollment and how they would fall within the zone of interests of the Part 83 regulations.  They 

do not allege that any of the Plaintiffs are eligible for membership in the Cowlitz Tribe or that 

they are current members of the Tribe, so even if the Cowlitz Tribe inappropriately increased its 

enrollment, none of the Clark County Plaintiffs are the proper parties to challenge that 

enrollment.  Under Clark County’s theory of the regulations and the APA, any local government 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
agency’s decision-making.  See Pls.’ Opp’n at 2.  The Federal Register notice itself states otherwise:  
“The Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs made a final agency determination to acquire approximately 
151.87 acres of land into trust for gaming and other purposes for the Cowlitz Indian Tribe on April 22, 
2013.”  Land Acquisitions; Cowlitz Indian Tribe, 78 Fed. Reg. 26,802 (May 8, 2013) (emphasis added).  
Indeed, the Federal Register is printed and distributed by the Government Printing Office, not the 
Department of the Interior.  See 44 U.S.C. § 1504.    
 
28 To establish prudential standing, a plaintiff generally must show that “the interest sought to be 
protected by complainant is arguably within the zone of interests to be protected or regulated by the 
statute or constitutional guarantee in question.”  Ass’n of Data Processing Serv. Orgs., Inc. v. Camp, 397 
U.S. 150, 153 (1970); see also Nat’l Petrochemical & Refiners Ass’n v. EPA, 287 F.3d 1130, 1147 (D.C. 
Cir. 2002) (same).  In Cement Kiln Recycling Coal. v. EPA, the D.C. Circuit noted that the test operates 
to “deny standing to one claiming to be a suitable challenger when plaintiff’s interests are so marginally 
related to or inconsistent with the purposes implicit in the statute that it cannot reasonably be assumed 
that Congress intended to permit the suit.”  255 F.3d 855, 871 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (internal quotations 
omitted). 
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or private citizen could send a letter to BIA making unsupported allegations29 regarding a tribe’s 

membership and request that BIA investigate and then BIA would automatically be forced to 

cease all services to the Tribe and respond to that request by initiating an investigation.  This is 

simply not the case.  The Cowlitz Tribe, like all federally-recognized tribes, has control over its 

membership absent direct Congressional intervention.  United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 

322 n.18 (1978) (“unless limited by treaty or statute, a tribe has power to determine tribal 

membership”); Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49 (1978).  Congress has never acted to 

restrict the Cowlitz Tribe’s ability to determine its own membership.   

  2. The Part 83 Regulations Do Not Require the Secretary to Certify the  
   Cowlitz Tribe’s Enrollment When Taking Land Into Trust 

 
As the Federal Defendants pointed out, 25 C.F.R. Part 83 does not require the Secretary 

to constantly review a tribe’s base roll for every subsequent administrative decision.  The 

provisions of the regulations that Clark County cites, 25 C.F.R. §§ 83.7, 83.12, refer to groups 

seeking to petition and the base roll of a tribe that has been granted acknowledgment.  Cowlitz is 

not seeking acknowledgment because it is already acknowledged.  Furthermore, Section 83.12(b) 

clearly contemplates expanded tribal membership after acknowledgment.  See 25 C.F.R. § 

83.12(b) (“For Bureau purposes, any additions made to the [base] roll, other than individuals 

who are descendents of those on the [base] roll and who meet the tribe’s membership criteria,” 

shall be limited).  DOI approved the base roll for Cowlitz when it was acknowledged and Clark 

County has provided no evidence that the base roll has been expanded or that Cowlitz has been 

enrolling individuals that do not meet the membership requirements of the Tribe’s constitution.  

                                                            
29 Clark County has offered no proof or even alleged that individuals were enrolled in the Cowlitz Tribe 
in contravention of the Tribe’s constitutional enrollment requirements.  They have only cited the fact that 
the Tribe's membership has grown.  But it is not uncommon for tribal membership to grow post-
recognition.   
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Clark County cites only to the Cowlitz Tribe’s business plan, which indicates expanded 

enrollment, but does not indicate that the base roll DOI uses for funding was expanded.  The 

expansion is more likely due to enrollment of qualified individuals descended from members of 

the base roll.  Even if this were true, Clark County still fails to point to any provision that 

requires the Secretary to examine tribal membership for land into trust decisions.30  Finally, 

assuming that Clark County is correct that Cowlitz has inappropriately expanded its membership, 

Cowlitz is still a federally recognized Indian tribe eligible to have land taken into trust and an 

investigation into the base roll of the Tribe would not change that fact or the Tribe’s eligibility to 

have land taken into trust or provide Clark County with standing.31   

II. The Secretary’s Determination That the Cowlitz Parcel Fits Within IGRA’s Initial 
 Reservation Exception is Consistent with IGRA and Entitled to Deference 
 
 Both Plaintiffs also challenge the Secretary’s determination that the Cowlitz Property is 

eligible for gaming under IGRA, Clark Cnty. Resp. 28-33; Grand Ronde Resp. 31-43.  However, 

as DOI concluded in the ROD, the Cowlitz Property clearly meets the statutory and regulatory 

requirements to be eligible for the conduct of gaming.  See BIA AR140497-518; BIA 

AR140521-44.  This decision must be upheld so long as the agency examines the relevant data 

and sets out a satisfactory explanation including a “rational connection between the facts found 

and the choice made.”  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 

                                                            
30 This Court recently issued an opinion in California Valley Miwok Tribe, et. al. v. Jewell, 11-cv-00160-
BJR, Dkt. No. 88 (Dec. 13, 2013).  The Miwok controversy was not over tribal enrollment, it concerned 
the organization of a tribe pursuant to the IRA, 25 U.S.C. § 476.  The case does not stand for the 
proposition that BIA has broad, free-floating jurisdiction to determine tribal enrollment under Part 83. 
   
31 Clark County also asserts that because each member can seek to have land taken into trust 
independently, BIA is required to examine the membership issue as part of the land into trust process for 
the Tribe’s request.  Because only Cowlitz has made a request and not individual tribal members, that 
argument is irrelevant.  If an individual Indian seeks to have land taken into trust, the BIA undertakes 
additional regulatory steps to ensure that individual is eligible.  25 C.F.R. § 151.10(d).  BIA has no duty 
to undertake such an analysis in advance of such a request.   
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29, 43 (1983) (quoting Burlington Truck Lines v. United States, 371 U.S. 156, 168 (1962)).  That 

is all that is required, and the only question before the Court at present is a legal one:  whether 

DOI’s decision was arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance 

with law.   

 A. The Secretary’s Decision is Consistent with IGRA and the Part 292   
  Regulations 
 
 Section 20 of the IGRA prohibits gaming on land acquired after the date of the statute’s 

enactment, October 17, 1988, unless the land qualifies as one of the exceptions to the prohibition 

listed in Section 2719(b) of the statute.32  The relevant after-acquired lands exception for this 

case is the initial reservation exception.  See 25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(B)(ii), 25 C.F.R. § 292.6.  

As the United States discusses in its opening brief, Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 41-47, DOI 

properly applied 25 C.F.R. 292.6(d) in evaluating the Tribe’s request to conduct gaming on the 

Cowlitz Parcel and reasonably concluded that it would qualify as the Tribe’s initial reservation 

under 25 U.S.C. 2719(b)(1)(B)(ii).  In doing so, DOI relied on the Indian Claims Commission 

(“ICC”) proceedings that employed expert historians in adjudicating the Cowlitz Tribe’s claims 

against the United States for the taking of their lands and the findings of DOI’s Branch of 

Acknowledgment and Research (“BAR”), which employs expert historians for purposes of 

examining tribal petitions for federal recognition.  Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 43; BIA 

AR140501-03; BIA AR140525-28.   

 Based on these prior findings and consistent with IGRA’s Section 20 regulations, DOI 

concluded that there is sufficient evidence of historic use and occupancy in the vicinity of the 

                                                            
32 In 2008, DOI promulgated regulations implementing Section 2719, 73 Fed. Reg. 29, 354 (May 20, 
2008), Gaming on Trust Lands Acquired After October 17, 1988, codified at 25 C.F.R. Part 292.  The 
exceptions in Section 2719 are sometimes referred to as the after-acquired lands exceptions.  73 Fed. Reg. 
29,354.   
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Cowlitz Property to conclude that the Tribe has significant historical connections to an area in 

which the parcel is located.  See 25 C.F.R. §§ 292.2, 292.6, 292.6(d) (“within an area where the 

tribe has significant historical connections”); Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 43-46; BIA AR140506-

16; BIA AR140531.  DOI based its conclusion on evidence such as:  the ICC findings that the 

Cowlitz Tribe’s exclusive aboriginal title area is located only fourteen miles from the Cowlitz 

Property, BIA AR140502, BIAAR140532, the Cowlitz Tribe’s presence at Warrior’s Point 

located only three miles northwest of the Cowlitz Property, BIA AR140510, BIA AR140535, the 

Cowlitz Tribe’s presence at Bellevue Point located only ten miles south of the Cowlitz Property, 

BIA AR140511, BIA AR140536, the location of a significant battle between the Cowlitz and the 

Chinook Tribes only three miles away from the Cowlitz Property, BIA AR150514-15, BIA 

AR140540-41.  A map including these points in relation to the Cowlitz Parcel is included in the 

administrative record as part of the Secretary’s determination.  BIA AR140545.  The Secretary 

concluded that this evidence demonstrates numerous connections between the Cowlitz and the 

Cowlitz Parcel, primarily involving subsistence use and trade, throughout a large area along the 

Columbia River, including lands in the vicinity of the Cowlitz Parcel.  AR140544.  The 

Secretary reached this conclusion based on review of the BAR and ICC proceedings, as well as 

the material submitted by Plaintiffs, and concluded that the Cowlitz Tribe has significant 

historical connections to the Cowlitz Property to meet the requirements of the initial reservation 

exception.  Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 43-45; BIA AR140517; BIA AR140543.33   

                                                            
33 DOI also concluded that the Cowlitz Tribe has a modern connection to the Cowlitz Property based on 
the fact that it maintains its governmental headquarters in Longview, Washington, only 22 miles away, 
satisfying the requirements of 25 C.F.R. § 292.6(d)(2), and because a significant number of tribal 
members reside near the Cowlitz Property (104 members living in Clark County), BIA AR140517-18; 
BIA AR140543-44.  Plaintiffs do not challenge these conclusions. 
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 This determination is consistent with the overarching purpose of IGRA and the after-

acquired lands exceptions.  As the D.C. Circuit has recognized, IGRA’s initial reservation 

“exception ‘ensur[es] that tribes lacking reservations when IGRA was enacted are not 

disadvantaged relative to more established ones.’  It is also consistent . . . with the ‘Indian canon 

of construction,’ which provides that ambiguous provisions enacted for the benefit of the Indians 

are to be liberally construed in their favor.”  Citizens Exposing the Truth About Casinos v. 

Kempthorne, 492 F.3d 460, 467 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (“CETAC”), citing City of Roseville v. Norton, 

348 F.3d 1020, 1030, 1032 (D.C. Cir. 2003).   

 Grand Ronde argues that this Court should construe IGRA narrowly and in a manner 

inconsistent with the purpose and text of IGRA, as well as D.C. Circuit case law based on 

Section 2719(a) of IGRA.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 32-33.  That Section is inapplicable in this 

context.  Section 2719(a) prohibits gaming on after-acquired lands unless those lands are 

“located within or contiguous to the boundaries of a reservation” or “within the Indian tribe’s last 

recognized reservation.”  Grand Ronde Resp. 33.  Ignoring the exceptions to Section 2719(a) 

found in Section 2719(b), 34 Grand Ronde argues that Congress intended to limit gaming so that 

tribes without reservations at the time the Act was passed would not have an advantage over 

those with pre-existing reservations.  Id.  Grand Ronde fails to point out is that the D.C. Circuit 

case law on the after-acquired lands exceptions completely contradicts their argument.  As the 

D.C. Circuit has repeatedly recognized, the purpose of these exceptions is “to allow newly 

acknowledged or restored tribes to engage in gaming on par with other tribes.”  CETAC, 492 

F.3d at 468. 

                                                            
34 Grand Ronde also fails to point out that the provision containing the exceptions to the prohibition on 
gaming on after-acquired lands, Section 2719(b), expressly states that “[s]ubsection (a) [2719(a)] of this 
section will not apply” when the land fits within one of the listed exceptions.  25 U.S.C. 2719(b) 
(emphasis added).   
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CETAC rejected a similar attempt to overemphasize one provision in response to an 

attempt to narrow these exceptions.  Id. at 468-69 (rejecting argument that Section 2719(b)(1)(A) 

protects surrounding communities).  Contrary to Grand Ronde’s assertion, Congress made clear 

in enacting IGRA that the exceptions were included because, “a tribe recognized prior to IGRA’s 

enactment would have had opportunities to acquire new trust lands that a post-IGRA newly-

federally recognized tribe would not have had.”  Id.at 469 (citing City of Roseville, 348 F.3d at 

1030).  Furthermore, “as IGRA is designed to promote the economic viability of Indian Tribes, 

the Indian canon of statutory construction requires the court to resolve any doubt in favor of the” 

Cowlitz.  CETAC, 492 F.3d at 471 (citations omitted); Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa & 

Chippewa Indians v. Office of the United States Atty., 369 F.3d 960, 971 (6th Cir. 2004); City of 

Roseville, 348 F.3d at 1032.   

 Plaintiffs’ primary dispute with the Secretary’s decision centers on the whether the 

Cowlitz Parcel is within an area where the tribe has significant historical connections.  Clark 

Cnty. Resp. at 28-33, Grand Ronde Resp. at 31-43.  The term “significant historical connection” 

is defined35 in IGRA’s implementing regulations to mean, “the land is located within the 

boundaries of the tribe’s last reservation under a ratified or unratified treaty, or a tribe can 

demonstrate by historical documentation the existence of the tribe’s villages, burial grounds, 

occupancy or subsistence use in the vicinity of the land.”  25 C.F.R. § 292.2 (emphasis added).36  

                                                            
35 The Clark County Plaintiffs assert that the United States has misled the Court by using the plural of the 
word “connections,” while the definition in the Part 292 regulations uses the singular.  Clark Cnty. Resp. 
at 30 n.18.  While it is true that the definition uses the singular form, the plural form is used several times 
elsewhere in the regulations, including in the initial reservation provision.  See 25 C.F.R. § 292.6(d), 
292.17(i).  Furthermore, Cowlitz established more than one connection in the vicinity of the land, BIA 
AR140545, so the Secretary uses the plural form in her decision.  BIA AR140518. 
 
36 As the Intervenor-Defendants point out in their brief in support of summary judgment, prior to the 
promulgation of the Part 292 regulations, the term historical connections was almost exclusively invoked 
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Plaintiffs continue to argue that the Cowlitz Tribe lacks a significant historical connection to the 

Cowlitz Property because the Tribe’s connections are too attenuated and too geographically 

distant from the Cowlitz Property.  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 29-33; Grand Ronde Resp. at 34-43.   

Grand Ronde also reads several standards into the regulations that are simply not 

required.  For example, Grand Ronde states that, “the significant historical connection standard 

requires a claim to the gaming site that distinguishes the petitioning tribe from every other tribe 

that ever ventured near the land,” citing to its own brief for this proposition, not the regulations 

or prior Indian land opinions.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 33.37  In fact, the NIGC’s 2012 Indian land 

opinion for the Karuk Tribe expressly disavows such a determination when interpreting 

“significant historical connections” in the context of a restored lands determination, stating that 

“IGRA’s restored lands exception does not require the Karuk Tribe to demonstrate that it was the 

only tribe with historical connections to the area, or that the subject area was the only place 

where the Karuk Tribe has historical connections.”  Karuk Op. 12 (Apr. 3, 2012, ECF No. 23-7 

at 204).   

Plaintiffs also make several references to “long-term connections on or adjacent to the 

site,” “within an area,” and “occupancy” as the relevant standards to be applied in determining 

whether a tribe has significant historical connections to the land.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 34-36; 

Clark Cnty. Resp. at 31-33.  Plaintiffs’ reading of the regulatory definition of significant 

historical connection essentially removes the phrase “in the vicinity of the land” from the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
in the context of restored lands.  See Cowlitz Summ. J. Br. at 38; Butte County v. Hogen, 613 F.3d 190, 
192 (D.C. Cir. 2010).  
  
37 The prior Indian land opinions that the parties reference are legal opinions issued by either the NIGC’s 
Office of General Counsel or the Department of the Interior’s Office of the Solicitor.  These opinions are 
available at http://www.nigc.gov/Reading_Room/Indian_Land_ Opinions.aspx.  These legal opinions are 
not final agency action.   
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regulation, narrowing it beyond the language of the regulation and beyond what DOI intended.  

In promulgating the regulations, DOI received several comments arguing for the narrowing of 

the term “significant historical connection” in the context of an initial reservation determination.  

However, DOI rejected these recommendations because they were inconsistent with IGRA: 

One comment suggested that the word “area,” as it relates to the term “significant 
historical connection,” is too broad.  The comment suggested that gaming should 
be limited to ancestral homelands and that language should be inserted to 
reference 25 CFR 151.11(b) so that as distance from homeland increases–nearby 
local officials, State officials and tribe’s input gains greater weight. 
 
Response:  This recommendation was not adopted because the actual land to 
which a tribe has significant historical connection may not be available. 
Additionally, input from nearby local officials, State officials and other tribes is 
not part of the Initial Reservation analysis in section 2719. 
 
One comment suggested that the significant historical connection requirement 
should be uninterrupted connection.  Another comment suggested that the 
requirement should show historically exclusive use. 
 
Response:  These recommendations were not adopted.  They would create too 
large a barrier to tribes in acquiring lands and they are beyond the scope of the 
regulations and inconsistent with IGRA. 
 

* * * 
 
One comment suggested that the tribes should be required to analyze sites that are 
close to aboriginal homelands. 
 
Response:  This recommendation was not adopted.  Newly acquired lands with 
significant historical and cultural connections may or may not include those that 
are close to aboriginal homelands. 
 
 

73 Fed. Reg. 29,354, 29,360-61 (May 20, 2008). 
 

Similarly, the Clark County Plaintiffs argue that the use of the word “within” in the 

phrase “within an area where the tribe has significant historical connections” in Section 292.6(d) 

requires the Secretary to define a specific area in order to determine whether a parcel fits within 
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that area.  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 29-30.  However, this argument rests on the faulty analogy 

comparing the use of the term “within” in the phrase “within the State or States” with its use in 

the phrase “within an area where the tribe has significant historical connections.”  The terms 

State or States are clearly defined and surveyed, in contrast to the geographic area of “significant 

historical connection,” which is ambiguous and therefore, defined elsewhere in the regulations.  

The Secretary properly applied the standards required in the regulatory definition of the phrase 

“significant historical connection,” which necessarily means that the Cowlitz Parcel falls within 

that area.  BIA AR140518.   

 B. The Secretary’s Initial Reservation Determination is Consistent with Prior  
  Decisions 
 

Plaintiffs would like this Court to believe that DOI has departed dramatically from its 

prior application and interpretation of the term “significant historical connection” in finding that 

the Cowlitz Property is eligible for the initial reservation exception.  This is not true.   

First, the Grand Ronde Plaintiffs conflate the ICC’s determination that the Cowlitz were 

entitled to compensation for a specific area based on aboriginal title because of their exclusive 

use and occupancy of that area with a determination that this is the only area for which the Tribe 

can establish an historical presence.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 36.  The ICC merely determined that 

the Cowlitz could not establish exclusive use and occupancy outside of the ICC adjudicated area 

in order to be compensated for loss of aboriginal title.  The ICC did not determine that the Tribe 

had no presence or historical connection outside of the exclusive use/occupancy area.38  As a 

result, the ICC determination does not conflict with the Secretary’s determination that the 

                                                            
38 The ICC found that while the Cowlitz were near the mouth of the Lewis River and in the Lewis River 
Valley, BIA AR014821, 21 Ind. Cl. Comm. 143, 154–55 (1969), “the Lewis River area in the southern 
portion of the claimed tract was variously used and occupied by other Indians groups during the 1800’s. 
Therefore, that area was not exclusively used and occupied by the Cowltiz.”  BIA AR014837; 21 Ind. Cl. 
Comm. 143, 171 (1969).   
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Cowlitz established a significant historical connection to the Cowlitz Parcel based on evidence 

that the Tribe had a strong presence in the vicinity of the Parcel (even though it is close to, but 

not within, the Tribe’s exclusive use/occupancy area).  BIA AR140507-17; BIA AR140543. 

 Grand Ronde also misconstrues prior Indian land opinions in an effort to make it seem 

like DOI departed dramatically from precedent.  Grand Ronde lists several of these opinions in a 

chart on pages 40-42 of its brief, but labels the column “within territory formerly occupied or 

controlled by the tribe” as the proper standard.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 40-42.  This misrepresents 

the regulatory standard.  As stated in the regulations, the proper inquiry, as stated in the 

regulations, is whether “a tribe can demonstrate by historical documentation the existence of the 

tribe’s villages, burial grounds, occupancy or subsistence use in the vicinity of the land.”  25 

C.F.R. § 292.2 (emphasis added).  As the Secretary concluded, Cowlitz meets that standard 

based on the Tribe’s documented presence in the area surrounding the Cowlitz Parcel. BIA 

AR140545.  Furthermore, as DOI has stated and Grand Ronde’s table demonstrates, the analysis 

of a tribe’s historic connections is “fact-intensive, and will vary based on the unique history and 

circumstances of any particular tribe.”  Scotts Valley Op. 15 n.59 (ECF No. 23-7 at 219).  For 

example, some of the tribes in the table relied on evidence of a parcel being within the territory 

that the tribe’s ancestors ceded to the United States (Grand Traverse and Sault Ste. Marie), while 

others  relied on evidence of a presence within the vicinity of the parcels (Bear River and Karuk), 

similar to Cowlitz.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 40-42.  Plaintiffs mistakenly emphasize the fact-

specific differences between the various Indian land opinions based on each tribe’s unique 

history instead of the legal test that is required to fit within the initial reservation exception.   

Grand Ronde also misconstrues prior Indian lands opinions elsewhere in its brief.  For 

example, it implies that the Bear River Rohnerville opinion requires a finding that the parcel be 
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located in the center of a tribe’s historical territory.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 36; see also Clark 

Cnty. Resp. at 33.  In fact, the parcel at issue in the Bear River opinion is six miles from the 

tribe’s former Rancheria.  Bear River Op. 11 (ECF No. 23-5 at 60).  Bear River demonstrated a 

presence in the vicinity of the parcel, despite the lack of evidence of use of the specific parcel.  

Bear River Op. at 12-13 (ECF No. 23-5 at 61-62).  The Secretary similarly concludes in the 

instant case that because the Cowlitz demonstrated a significant historical presence in the 

vicinity of the Cowlitz Parcel, it can be inferred that the Tribe also used the Cowlitz Parcel.  

Compare BIA AR140543 with Bear River Op. at 12 (ECF No. 23-5 at 61).39   

 Similarly, Grand Ronde misconstrues the Scotts Valley opinion by stating that the 

Secretary held that the use of the word “vicinity” was only intended to permit findings of 

significant historical connections to land within a tribe’s historic territory.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 

38.40  That is inaccurate.  The Secretary states that the word “vicinity” permits a finding of a 

significant historical connection to a parcel when a tribe lacks direct evidence of actual use or 

ownership of the parcel itself, like the instant case, but also where the location and circumstances 

of available direct evidence on other lands leads to the natural inference that the tribe historically 

                                                            
39 The NIGC applies the same analysis in the Karuk Opinion, concluding that the Karuk Tribe provided 
evidence of historical connections in the vicinity of the property based on the evidence presented.  Karuk 
Op. at 10 (ECF No. 23-7 at 202). 
 
40 Grand Ronde once again conflates historical territory with aboriginal title as determined by the ICC, 
Grand Ronde Resp. at 38-39, in arguing that the Cowlitz historical territory ended at the Southern 
boundary of the ICC aboriginal title area, 14 miles North of the Cowlitz Parcel.  Grand Ronde also 
extrapolates based on historical accounts of the non-Indian settlers unfamiliar with the area having 
difficulty traveling, that it would be impossible for the Cowlitz Indians to travel the 14 miles from the 
ICC area to the Cowlitz Parcel.  Grand Ronde Resp. at 35.  This assertion completely disregards the 
experience that aboriginal inhabitants of the area would necessarily have from residing there for centuries 
before the settlers. 
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used or occupied the subject parcel as well.  Scotts Valley Op. at 15 (ECF No. 23-7 at 219).41  

That is exactly what the Secretary concluded regarding the Cowlitz Parcel; that the presence of 

the Cowlitz in the area surrounding the Cowlitz Parcel, i.e. in the vicinity of the parcel, leads to 

the natural inference that the Cowlitz historically used and occupied the Cowlitz Parcel as well.  

BIA AR140543-45.  Indeed, in the Scotts Valley opinion the Secretary references NIGC’s 

restored lands opinion for Cowlitz (not at issue in this case), stating that “[t]he fact that the 

Cowlitz Tribe established that it used the surrounding area ‘for hunting, fishing, frequent trade 

expeditions, occasional warfare, and if not permanent settlement, then at least seasonal villages 

and temporary camps’ was sufficient to create an inference that it had used and occupied its 

newly acquired land.”  Scotts Valley Op. at 16 n.59 (ECF No. 23-7 at 220).  The evidence in the 

NIGC restored lands opinion is the same evidence that the Secretary refers to in her initial 

reservation opinion.  BIA AR140531-43.42 

 All of this evidence, considered together, led DOI to appropriately conclude that the 

Cowlitz Tribe established that it was in the vicinity of the Cowlitz Property and that decision and 

DOI’s interpretation of its regulations implementing IGRA are entitled to deference.    

                                                            
41 The Secretary ultimately denied Scotts Valley’s request because while there was some direct evidence 
of Pomo Indians being in the vicinity of the parcels at issue, Scotts Valley could not show that the 
references were to the Scotts Valley Band or its ancestors.  Scotts Valley Op. at 6-20 (ECF No. 23-7 at 
210-23). 
   
42 The Clark County Plaintiffs claim that because the Secretary recently rejected trade-related travel in the 
vicinity of a parcel as insufficient for subsistence use and occupancy, the Secretary cannot rely on trade 
activities for the Cowlitz.  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 31.  However, the evidence regarding Cowlitz trade 
activities was qualitatively and quantitatively different from that rejected in the Guidiville  opinion.  The 
Cowlitz evidence shows intensive, extensive participation in trade, control of territory relating to trade in 
the immediate area of the parcel, and Cowlitz ancestors directly participating in that.  BIA AR140513-14; 
BIA AR140513-14; Guidiville Op. 13-19 (Sept. 1, 2011, ECF No.23-4 at 42-48)).  Guidiville not only 
failed to show sufficient use and occupancy, it failed to show that the evidence of Pomo-speaking Indians 
generally trading in Northern California were ancestors of the Band.  Guidiville Op. at 15-16 (ECF No. 
23-4 at 44-45).   
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III. The Department of the Interior Fully Complied with NEPA 
 

Plaintiffs have also failed to demonstrate that DOI’s land-into-trust decision failed to 

comply with NEPA.  Plaintiffs raise only a few additional points in response to Federal 

Defendants’ brief.  See Grand Ronde Resp. at 43–48; Clark Cnty. Resp. at 33–42.  The 

arguments fair no better than those Plaintiffs raised in their opening briefs. 

First, Grand Ronde has not demonstrated that it has standing for its NEPA claim.  As set 

forth in Federal Defendants’ opening brief, Grand Ronde raises the type of purely economic 

harm that falls outside NEPA’s zone of interests.  See Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 47–49.  Grand 

Ronde attempts to save its NEPA claim by referencing “important aesthetic and recreational 

interests in maintaining its historic ties to this land.”   See Grand Ronde Resp. at 44.  Aesthetic 

and recreational interests could form the basis of standing for a NEPA claim.  To demonstrate 

standing based on those interests, however, plaintiffs must provide more than unsupported 

allegations; they must make a factual demonstration regarding the manner in which the proposed 

federal action would injure those interests.  See Summers v. Earth Island Inst., 555 U.S. 488, 

493–96 (2009). 

Grand Ronde has failed to demonstrate an injury-in-fact for any harm to aesthetic or 

recreational interests.  It has not provided an affidavit or other factual evidence as to the manner 

in which its members view or recreate at or near the Cowlitz Property, or how those activities 

would be harmed by the planned project.  Grand Ronde makes reference to burial grounds and 

“Non-Treaty Homelands” in Clark County, Washington.  See Grand Ronde Resp. at 43 (citing 

BIA AR008616).  But the document to which Grand Ronde cites only generally refers to Clark 

County and the north side of the Columbia River.  See BIA AR008616.  It does not detail any 

specific harms related to the Cowlitz Property, as would be required to demonstrate Article III 
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standing.  Grand Ronde’s citation to Nulankeyutmonen Nkihtaqmikon v. Impson illustrates the 

point.  See Grand Ronde Resp. at 44 (citing 503 F.3d 18, 27–29 (1st Cir. 2007)).  Unlike in 

Impson, Grand Ronde has provided no evidence that its members live near the Cowlitz Property 

or use the land or its surroundings.  See 503 F.3d at 27. 

Grand Ronde’s NEPA arguments say nothing of impacts to aesthetics or recreation.  The 

alleged harm Grand Ronde does raise—purely economic impacts to its gaming income—falls 

outside the scope of that which agencies must consider under NEPA.  See Hammond v. Norton, 

370 F. Supp. 2d 226, 243 (D.D.C. 2005).  Nonetheless, as set forth in Federal Defendants’ 

opening brief, DOI did consider the economic impacts to the Spirit Mountain Casino.  Fed. 

Defs.’ Opening Br. at 58-60; accord Grand Ronde Resp. at 44 n.38 (numerous record citations 

where DOI considered effects).  Grand Ronde simply disagrees with the agency’s conclusion in 

weighing the information submitted by Grand Ronde and other interested parties.  That 

disagreement does not demonstrate a failure to comply with NEPA.  See, e.g., Lovgren v. Locke, 

701 F.3d 5, 38 (1st Cir. 2012). 

Second, Plaintiffs greatly overstate NEPA requirements with respect to the Cowlitz 

Tribe’s Unmet Needs Report.  They argue that NEPA—namely 40 C.F.R. § 1506.5(a)—required 

DOI to evaluate the bona fides behind the Report.  See Grand Ronde Resp. at 45–47; Clark Cnty. 

Resp. at 33-39.  Plaintiffs misread the regulation.  Section 1506.5 applies “[i]f an agency requires 

an applicant to submit environmental information for possible use by the agency in preparing an 

environmental impacts statement . . . .”  40 C.F.R. § 1506.5(a) (emphasis added).  The Unmet 

Needs Report does not constitute “environmental information.”  Clark County goes even further, 

suggesting that NEPA required DOI to conduct analyses of tribal enrollment, membership ages, 

employment, income, and other information that may form the foundation of Cowlitz’s stated 
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needs.43  See Clark Cnty. Resp. at 18, 35.  None of that information relates to the environment.  

And NEPA does not require federal agencies to independently analyze a project proponent’s 

stated purpose and need.  To the contrary, agencies are “precluded from completely ignoring a 

private applicant’s objectives.”  Colo. Envtl. Coal. v. Dombeck, 185 F.3d 1162, 1175 (10th Cir. 

1999).44 

 Plaintiffs also ignore the breadth of DOI’s alternatives assessment here, making it appear 

as if the FEIS is void of any alternatives analysis at all.  To the contrary, DOI discussed, in 

detail, six alternatives for Cowlitz’s proposed project.  See BIA AR075847–82; Fed. Defs.’ 

Opening Br. at 56–57.  And DOI also considered the Northern sites with which Plaintiffs take 

issue.  See BIA AR000035; BIA AR000061–62; BIA AR075886; BIA AR082328–52.  As 

NEPA requires, DOI provided an explanation as to why those sites were not analyzed in as much 

detail as the six alternatives that formed the primary basis of the FEIS’s alternatives analysis.  

See BIA AR075883–86; BIA AR140387–88.  DOI considered the Northern sites in response to 

public comment even though Cowlitz does not have the resources to purchase the properties or 

otherwise obtain title.  See BIA AR140387. 

Clark County’s reference to the changes that occurred to the purpose and need statement 

between the DEIS and FEIS also does nothing to undercut DOI’s NEPA process.  See Clark 

Cnty. Resp. at 37–38.  Public comments on the DEIS asked for more detail on the Cowlitz 

                                                            
43 Clark County’s citation to Sierra Club v. Van Antwerp is misplaced.  See Clark Cnty. Resp. at 34–35 
(citing 526 F.3d 1353, 1368 (11th Cir. 2008)).  Clark County not only cites to the minority opinion in the 
case, but also ignores that the cited discussion pertains to the Clean Water Act, not NEPA.  See 526 F.3d 
at 1366–69. 
 
44 Clark County’s argument that DOI failed to consider the Unmet Needs Report is also curious.  See 
Clark Cnty. Resp. at 35–37.  The agency clearly considered the report; it is included in the administrative 
record and referenced in the FEIS.  Ironically, Clark County asks:  if BIA is not going to independently 
analyze a tribe’s stated needs, “what is the point of requiring it at all.”  Clark Cnty. Resp. at 36–37.  But 
the Unmet Needs Report was not a requirement under NEPA.  See Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 51–52. 
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Tribe’s need for the project, and inquired why sites located further to the North could not be 

analyzed as alternatives.  See BIA AR075454–56; BIA AR102780–83; BIA AR102789; BIA 

AR075837–38.  In turn, the Cowlitz Tribe referred DOI to the Unmet Needs Report it had been 

developing pursuant to DOI’s land-into-trust regulations.  BIA AR091908.  Responding to the 

public comments, DOI included more detail in the FEIS’s purpose and need statement (compare 

BIA AR075837 with BIA AR106633) , and assessed those Northern sites using three different 

market analyses—including those provided by Plaintiffs.  See BIA AR00035; BIA AR000061–

62; BIA AR075886; BIA AR082328–52.   DOI determined a more-detailed alternatives analysis 

of the Northern sites was not necessary because they “were found to be inconvenient to both the 

Seattle and Portland/Vancouver markets” and are located “in more rural, less developed, areas, 

[meaning] the potential for adverse impacts would likely be more significant.”  BIA AR140388; 

BIA AR075883–86.  DOI concluded that the Northern sites are not sufficiently distinguishable 

from the alternatives considered in detail such that they would offer additional information that 

would assist the decision-makers.  BIA AR075886.  That process fully complied with NEPA.  

See Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 49–57. 

Third, Clark County remains incorrect that DOI failed to comply with NEPA by not 

considering the possibility that the Cowlitz Tribe could not obtain a permit under the Clean 

Water Act’s National Pollution Discharge Elimination System.  See Clark Cnty. Resp. at 40–42.  

There is no requirement to consider the possibility that a permit could not be obtained and 

Cowlitz would operate its facilities unlawfully.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.25(b); accord Robertson v. 

Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 355–56 (1989) (NEPA does not require an 

analysis of a worst case scenario).   Similarly, Clark County provides no support for its assertion 

that DOI has an obligation under NEPA to ensure that the Tribe’s planned project will be 
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operated in compliance with federal laws.  See Clark Cnty. Resp. at 42.  DOI fully complied with 

NEPA. 

Finally, Clark County alleges that the Federal Defendants ignored Clark County’s 

arguments and concerns regarding revocability of the Cowlitz Tribe’s Environment, Public 

Health and Safety Ordinance (“EPHS Ordinance”).  Clark County at 39-40.  A simple reading of 

Federal Defendants’ response brief demonstrates that these concerns and arguments were not 

ignored.  Fed. Defs.’ Opening Br. at 62-65.  Clark County’s argument cannot prevail because 

what is at issue is a Class II gaming ordinance approval and a Class II ordinance amendment 

approval.  Clark County cites to provisions applying to Class III gaming ordinances.  The EPHS 

Ordinance also contains several commitments that the Cowlitz will undertake to mitigate 

potential local impacts.  See BIA AR082804–11; BIA AR075842–45; BIA AR083093 (Cowlitz 

letter to Clark County); BIA AR083095–96 (Clark County letter to DOI).  It also waives the 

Cowlitz Indian Tribe’s sovereign immunity to allow Clark County to sue the Tribe for specific 

performance of the Ordinance’s obligations.  See BIA AR082805.  NEPA does not require that 

mitigation discussed in an EIS be enforceable and incapable of revocation.  Instead, an EIS must 

contain “a reasonably complete discussion of possible mitigation measures.”  Robertson, 490 

U.S. at 352; Defenders of Wildlife v. Salazar, 698 F. Supp. 2d 141, 149–50 (D.D.C. 2010); see 

40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.14(f), 1502.16(h).  DOI complied with that requirement here, discussing 

possible mitigation in the FEIS (BIA AR076388–411) and the ROD (BIA AR140439–54), and 

considering a mitigation plan in its decision-making (BIA AR066017–45).  Those discussions 
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“‘permit[ted] a decisionmaker to fully consider and balance the environmental factors.’”  

Defenders of Wildlife, 698 F. Supp. 2d at 149 (citation omitted).45   

Conclusion 
 
 For the reasons stated above and in Federal Defendants’ opening brief, Federal 

Defendants should be granted summary judgment on all of Plaintiffs’ claims in both the Clark 

County and the Grand Ronde cases.   
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      s/ Gina L. Allery____      

GINA L. ALLERY (D.C. Bar #485903) 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
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      P.O. Box 7415 
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      U.S. Department of Justice 
      Environment and Natural Resources Division 
      P.O. Box 7611 
      Ben Franklin Station 
      Washington, D.C. 20044-7611 

                                                            
45 Furthermore, in approving the EPHS Amendment, the NIGC Chairman explained that because the 
Cowlitz Tribe, “provided more with regard to EPHS enforcement than is minimally required under 
IGRA” the Chairman was obligated to approve the EPHS Amendment, “even if there are legal or 
practical impediments regarding such extra measures[.]”  NIGC AR000002.  The Chairman goes on to 
state that, “[w]hether the Tribe’s approved ordinance amendment also will serve a purpose under NEPA is 
a separate issue that should be addressed in the NEPA process.”  Id.  
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